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Radar Imaging of Moving Targets in Foliage Using
Multifrequency Multiaperture Polarimetric SAR

Genyuan Wang, Xiang-Gen Xia, Senior Member, IEEE, and Victor C. Chen

Abstract—Because of the low signal-to-clutter ratio, it is a dif-
ficult problem to detect and image moving targets in foliage. In
this paper, a multifrequency multiaperture polarimetric synthetic
aperture radar (MFMA POLSAR) system is proposed for imaging
of moving targets in foliage. The MFMA POLSAR extends the mul-
tifrequency antenna array SAR (MF-SAR) system to multiple po-
larizations. Full polarization is used in MFMA POLSAR to achieve
an optimal polarization adaptive to the environment such that the
images obtained by different apertures are of the best coherence
that is used to obtain the highest accuracy of the phase estimation.
It is also shown that the MFMA POLSAR cannot only accurately
locate both the slow and the fast moving targets but also reveal
moving targets in foliage.

Index Terms—Foliage, moving targets, multifrequency, radar
imaging, polarimetric, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

SYNTHETIC aperture radar (SAR) imaging of moving
targets in foliage has attracted much attention for both

civilian and military applications, e.g., see [29], [32], and [33].
For SAR imaging of moving targets in foliage, there are two
difficult problems. Thefirst problemis SAR imaging of moving
targets. It is known that moving targets are usually smeared and
mislocated in a conventional SAR image [10]–[19]. For this
problem, antenna array SAR has been proposed in, for example,
[1]–[9], for slow moving-target imaging. Most recently, in [30],
we studied the linear antenna array SAR and generalized it
to a multiple-frequency system, called multifrequency linear
antenna array SAR (MF-SAR). It is shown in [30] that the
MF-SAR is able to accurately locate both slow and fast moving
targets. Thesecond problemis foliage. It is known that foliage
reduces the signal (moving target) to clutter (stationary target)
ratio (SCR). The reflectivity of foliage and targets depends
on the environment as well as the radar polarization [29],
[32]–[35]. Therefore, the accuracy of phase detection, which
is needed for the detection of the motion parameters of the
targets, also depends on the environment and the radar polar-
ization. In this paper, we generalize the single-polarization
MF-SAR system to a full-polarization system, where multiple
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Fig. 1. Geometry of linear antenna array SAR.

polarization diversity is used to improve the SCR. Using the
same idea proposed by Cloude and Papathanassiou [28], with
the full-polarization data, an optimal polarization adaptive to
the environment can be achieved such that the images obtained
from different receivers reach the highest coherence. By
combining the multiple polarizations and the multifrequency
multiaperture, the multifrequency multiaperture polarimetric
SAR (MFMA POLSAR) is able to accurately locate and image
both the slow and the fast moving targets in foliage.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, MF-SAR
imaging of moving targets is reviewed. In Section III, the
MFMA POLSAR system is described. In Section IV, some
simulation results are shown to illustrate the theory.

II. MF-SAR IMAGING OF MOVING TARGETS

In this section, we review the MF-SAR system proposed in
[30] for moving-target imaging. Assume that the radar platform
flies along a straight line with an altitude and velocity .
The antennas are located along the direction of the flight track,
where antennas are receiving, and one antenna is both
transmitting and receiving; the distance between all the adjacent
antennas is assumed, as shown in Fig. 1.

A. Received Signals by Different Receivers

We define that the axis is along the projection of the radar
line of sight on the horizontal plane and theaxis is the az-
imuth (or cross range) direction, which coincides with the flight

0196-2892/03$17.00 © 2003 IEEE
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direction of the radar platform as shown in Fig. 1. The radar
transmitter is assumed located at in the direction at
time . The instantaneous coordinate of the th re-
ceiver at time is

(2.1)

Suppose that there is a point targetlocated at point
at time , and the target moves with a constant velocity

. Suppose that the radar transmits a linear frequency
modulated (LFM) signal with carrier frequencyand duration

(2.2)

where stands for the real part. The received signal at theth
receiver from the point scatterer is

(2.3)

where is the fast time for the range dimension;is the slow
time for the cross-range dimension;is the wave propagation
velocity; is the reflectivity of point

(2.4)

and is the distance from the th receiver of the radar
to the point scatterer at time . See also (2.5) and (2.6), shown
at the bottom of the page.

After mixing the received signal with transmitted signal and
range compression [23]–[27] the signal becomes

[30]

(2.7)

Thus, the phase of the signal received at theth antenna be-
comes

(2.8)

B. Moving-Target VSAR Imaging

There are receivers in the radar system. By normalizing
the magnitude, from the th antenna one can obtain a complex
image as follows to a target located at with velocity

in a range cell [30]

(2.9)

where is the true imaging location in the cross range of the
target with velocity zero, the shift is the shift/migration
in the SAR image of the target from the true position after
the quantization by the SAR image resolution because of
the motion of the target, i.e.,

(2.10)

and

(2.11)

is shifted from the true position . Theresolution of SAR
image in the cross range depends only on the length of the syn-
thetic aperture and the wavelength of the transmitted signal,
which is therefore known. The target coordinate in the cross
range can be determined by its image position in the corre-
sponding direction. Thus

(2.12)

where is the image position of the target located at
with velocity . By multiplying the phase com-
pensation function defined by

(2.13)

to (2.9) and using , (2.9) becomes

(2.14)

where corresponds to the th antenna receiver. To stationary
target , . In this case

(2.15)

and the phases of the images are independent of an antenna
. However, for the moving targets, the phases of images de-

(2.5)

where

(2.6)
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pend on the antenna as shown in (2.14). From (2.14), one
can clearly see that the shift can be solved by taking the
Fourier transform of , , with respect to vari-
able , under the condition that the shift is small enough
such that there is no ambiguity due to themodulo operation
(folding) in the Fourier transform. The targets with different ve-
locities may be in different image planes, which are calledV-im-
ages. This is basically the VSAR proposed in [1] and [2]. After

being solved, the position of the moving target can
be, therefore, solved by subtracting from the detected po-
sition . It can be seen from (2.14) that, for a sta-
tionary target, , i.e., the stationary target is in theth
velocity image plane in the V-images. As we can see that, the
above VSAR requires small value of , i.e., small-taret ve-
locity, for the target location accuracy in the image.

C. Moving-Target MF-SAR Imaging

We now describe the principle of the MF-SAR system pro-
posed in [30]. Assume the radar transmits signals withdif-
ferent carrier wavelengths for . Consider the
single moving target located at with velocity .
In this case, (2.14) becomes

(2.16)

and the detected positions are , .
Then (2.10) becomes

(2.17)

where is defined in (2.11) and independent of an antenna
and also independent of a signal wavelength, and
are the cross-range resolution and the image shift/migration of
the moving target with the wavelength, respectively. For

, we define

(2.18)

Then, for , from (2.16) we have

(2.19)

The DFT of in terms of gives the residue
mod 1 for . If , then . In this case,
there is no ambiguity for the estimated frequency. Otherwise,
there is an ambiguity on each estimated frequency from each
in (2.19) due to the modulo operation, i.e., the folding. We next
want to see how the ambiguity can be resolved by using these
multiple folded frequencies , .

For each, the estimate of the shift of the target is the
following residue

(2.20)

where

(2.21)

When all the SAR image resolutions are the same for
all different wavelengths , from (2.17) we know that all the
shifts are the same, i.e., for

. In this case, to determine this shift is equivalent to
determine its value from its residues

as in (2.20) for , which can then be solved
by using the Chinese remainder theorem (CRT). In [30] we
have discussed how to generate the images with the same res-
olution in the cross range from different wavelength, i.e.,

, , such that, , which
is, therefore, always assumed in what follows.

By using the CRT, it is known that the maximal range of the
detectable shift is

(2.22)

where stands for the least common multiple. Clearly, if all
the numbers are co-prime each other, then the
maximal range of the detectable shift is their product.

1) Three remarks:We want to mention here several things.
The first remark is that, in the above CRT, the modulus

have to be integers. In [30], we have de-
veloped a robust CRT when they are not integers. The second
remark is that in the above MF-SAR imaging, we assumed
that there is only one moving point scatterer in a range and
cross-range cell, which is true in most cases. When there
are multiple moving point scatterer in a single range and
cross-range cell, the above CRT does not apply. For this case,
in [20]–[22] we have generalized the CRT for a single integer
determination to a generalized CRT for a multiple integer
determination from a sequence of residue sets. The third
remark is the clutter rejection. As we have seen in Section II-B,
all stationary clutter are in the zeroth V-image. To reject the
clutter, we only need to delete the zeroth V-image, which may,
however, delete some moving targets in the VSAR when their
residues fall in the zeroth V-image. In [30], we have proved
that, in the MF-SAR, the deletion of the zeroth V-images in
the many V-image sequences does not eliminate any moving
target in all the V-image sequences, i.e., the MF-SAR
imaging of moving targets is also robust to the clutter rejection.

III. MFMA POLSAR IMAGING OF MOVING

TARGETS IN FOLIAGE

As we have seen in the previous section, moving-target
imaging is obtained by the phase estimation and therefore the
accuracy of the phase estimation determines the image quality.
It is clear that the phase estimation accuracy is determined
by the SNR that is usually low in foliage applications due to
the clutter reflection. The foliage reflectivity depends on the
system parameters, such as polarizations, as well as physical
and geometrical parameters of the scatter. This is similar to
interferometry SAR, where the phase is used for the height
estimation. The polarimetric interferometry SAR system was
proposed by Cloude and Papathanassiou [28] to improve the
SNR by using full polarization instead of a single polarization.
In what follows, we use the same idea as in [28] and propose
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multifrequency and multiaperture polarimetric SAR (MFMA
POLSAR), where the full polarization is used to improve
the SCR and therefore the SNR in the phase estimation. The
difference between the moving-target SAR imaging and the
interferometric SAR imaging is the clutter treatment, where
the clutter in interfermetric SAR is signal while it is noise in
moving-target SAR imaging as we shall see the details later.

A. Relationship Between Phase Estimation and Coherence
of Images

In MFMA POLSAR, at each slow time sample point, both
and polarization waveforms are sent by the transmitter, and
the signals are also received with bothand polarizations
at each receiver. With the wavelength, at the th receiver a
full-polarization complex SAR image

can be obtained.
Before we study the optimal polarization, let us first see the

relationship between phase estimation and the coherence of im-
ages obtained in an antenna array. Consider two radar signals

and from two receive antennas observing the same target
at the same time (for example, two images with the same po-
larization and wavelength but from two receivers). If we model
signals consisting of a correlated partcommon to the signals at
both antennas and uncorrelated partsand (noises are un-
correlated parts because of the position differences of antennas
and foliage):

(3.1a)

(3.1b)

then phase , which is what we need, can be estimated as

is an integer

(3.2)

Because

SNR (3.3)

where and are independent of the signals and have the
same variance , and goes to 0 as goes to 0. The
larger the SNR (SNR ) is, the more accurate
the estimation of phase is. In general, the SNR cannot be
estimated directly. However, it has a close relationship with the
correlation coefficient between two received signalsand

SNR
(3.4)

Fig. 2. Image coherence with different polarizations.

where denotes the ensemble average. Therefore,the higher
the correlation between two received signalsand is, the
more accurate the estimated phaseis. We next discuss how to
obtain a higher correlation of the images obtained from different
antennas.

B. Optimal Polarization for Moving Targets

As we mentioned before, SCR not only depends on target
characteristics but also on a polarization of a transmitted signal.
Fig. 2 shows the coherence results of images with different po-
larizations in an environment, where one can clearly see that
different polarizations produce different coherences of images.
In what follows, we want to find the optimal polarization in a
given environment such that the images of moving targets have
the highest coherence.

Since any polarization can be obtained by a linear combina-
tion of a set of orthogonal polarizations, to obtain an optimal
polarization is to find an optimal linear combination from a set
of orthogonal polarizations, e.g., see [28] and [29]. For conve-
nience, we use the same notations as in [28]. For a full-polar-
ization radar system, a 2 2 complex scatterering matrix

(3.5)

for each cell in an image can be obtained. In the case of backscat-
terering in a reciprocal medium, the reciprocity theorem im-
plies the scattering matrix to becomplex symmetric, i.e.,

. Therefore, from the 2 2 complex scatterering matrix
we obtain a three-dimensional (3-D) scatterering vector

(3.6)

where stands for the transpose.
Consider a linear combination as a “new polariza-

tion,” where is a normalized complex vector of norm 1. From
two vectors and corresponding to two adjacent antennas,
we have two linear combinations and .
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Then, and are used to estimate the desired signal phase
difference of the two antennas as

is an integer

(3.7)

The accuracy of the estimation of depends on the choices
of weights and . The optimal weights and are
the ones such that their corresponding polarizations

and have the largest coherence

(3.8)

Cloude and Papathanassiou [28] presented an algorithm to solve
the above optimal problem for interferometry SAR imaging. In
the following, we develop a similar algorithm for moving-target
imaging, where the clutter is no longer signal but noise and
therefore needs to be rejected in the first place.

1) Clutter Rejection:The signal model

(3.9a)

(3.9b)

used in [31] means that received signals are target signals cor-
rupted with additive noises. With the polarimetric SAR interfer-
ometry [28], target signals are the signals reflected from clutter,
where an image pixel may contain several clutters with pos-
sibly different heights and the phase differencerepresents
an average height of these clutters. In general, it is hard to ob-
tain the height information of each clutter from the phase dif-
ference , which is, however, not serious in interferometry
SAR imaging because the height differences of the clutters im-
aged in an image pixel are usually not large due to the clutters
are close to each other in one image pixel. This is different in
moving-target imaging, where an image pixel with a moving
target usually contains both moving target and clutter. In this
case, the velocity of a moving target may be large and the av-
eraged phase or velocity of a moving target and clutters may be
much different from the moving-target velocity. Furthermore,
the signal (a moving target) to clutter (stationary targets) ratio
is low, and in order for the signal model in (3.9a) and (3.9b)
to work, we first separate the signals of a moving target and
stationary targets, i.e., clutter rejection. Note that, because the
probability of two or more moving targets are imaged in a single
range and cross-range cell is small, we only consider the case
of a single moving target in an image cell or pixel.

From (2.19), after the phase compensation, the obtained im-
ages from theth wavelength and the different receivers can be
expressed as

(3.10)

where is the complex image of stationary targets; is the
complex image of a moving target; and is the measurement
noise of the th receiver

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Note: The term in (3.10) is, in fact, comprised of mixed
surface and volume scattering terms depending on the wave-
length and extinction by the vegetation. In the across track in-
terferometry as in [28] the optimizer also adjusts the ratio of the
surface to volume scattering so as to maximize the coherence.
Since the volume scattering is vertically distributed, its coher-
ence changes as a function of baseline. In this paper, MFMA
SAR for moving-target detection can be thought of as an along
track interferometry. In this case, the volume-decorrelation is
not as serious as that in [28]. However, the difference of view
angles of different antennas can also induce some decorrela-
tions of , which depends on the wavelength and polariza-
tion. Borrowing the idea from [28], we optimize the polariza-
tion to improve the correlation of from different antennas in
moving-target detection.

Since may be generated from several stationary targets, it
is usually greater than . This implies that, even when there is
no noise in (3.10), the detected phase is much different
to the desired phase . The optimal polarization algorithm in
[28] is to find an optimal polarization such that the ratio of
over is the largest, which only aims for the estimation of

but not for . Therefore, we need to develop a different
algorithm.

To estimate , i.e., the second part in (3.10), the term

is the desired one and we need to suppress the first part.
Different from the third random part in (3.10), for a fixed
polarization the first part is constant to all the antennas and
therefore can be removed by taking a highpass filter along the
antenna direction . The signal from a moving target remains
if it is not imaged in the zeroth image plane in V-images for a
fixed wavelength. It is proved in [30] that a moving target cannot
be imaged in all the zeroth images inV-image sequences in
MF-SAR. Therefore, a moving target cannot removed from the
highpass filtering in the antenna array direction for all wave-
lengths. We now first consider the case when clutter is removed
and a target is remained. After the clutter rejection, the signal
(moving target) to clutter (stationary targets plus noise) is im-
proved. Then, for each polarization HH HV VV, (3.10)
becomes

(3.15)

where is the sum of original noise and the residue signal
of the stationary clutter.

2) Moving-Target Detection and Velocity Estimation:After
the clutter is removed, (3.15) is the same as the one in model
(3.1). Then, the optimal polarization algorithm developed in
[28] can be applied. The problem now is how to get statistical
data of the signal to estimate the optimal polarization? In [28],
multilook is used. Since multilook usually reduces the resolu-
tion of an image and a moving target is a point target, multi-
look approach might not be a good method to obtain multiple
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statistical data. In this paper, we propose to use statistical data
from the antenna diversity of a linear antenna array system. For
each polarization, HH HV, or VV and wavelength ,
we have complex images from (2.19). Using the
images we can generate signals

(3.16)
where has the same model as in (3.1) with phase

as we have seen from the previous subsection, and
. These antenna pairs are used to estimate optimal

polarizations and . To estimate and , the
coherence estimation requires an average of the independent
samples between antenna pairs. For large, for example 10,
the antennas can be separated into two groups: odd numbers
and even numbers. The images in each group are independent,
which can be used as independent samples to estimate the
coherence. For small , we can also separate the images

, , to
estimate the coherence. In this case, the samples between an-
tenna pairs are not totally independent. However, we have done
some simulations on random variable
and find that the correlation level of with

is similar to that of
with in this application.

What we need to mention here is that the optimal polariza-
tions and obtained by the algorithm in [28] may de-
pend on the wavelength , and therefore the optimal polariza-
tions and should be estimated separately in terms of
different wavelengths . There are two methods to estimate the
phase difference . The first method is to obtain esti-
mates from each adjacent antenna pair, and then to obtain a more
accurate estimate by averaging these estimates. The other
method is to obtain the signal sequence with the
optimal weights and obtained in (3.16)

(3.17)

which is used to estimate the velocity information of the moving
target by using the MF-SAR in [30], where are the polar-
ization vectors

(3.18)

where is of the form (3.15). Signal is a sinusoidal
signal corrupted by noise, and the frequency of the sinusoidal
signal is , which can be estimated by taking the-point
discrete Fourier transform of in terms of similar
to obtaining V-images in MF-SAR. The difference between the
MF-SAR (2.19) and (3.17) is that a single polarization is used
in (2.19) while an optimal combination (“polarization”) is used
in (3.17) where the full-polarization data are adopted.

The above phase detection is done for each wavelength. Al-
though as we mentioned earlier that a moving target cannot be
removed in all the V-image sequences of all wavelengths, it
may be removed in V-images from an individual wavelength.
In this case, both clutter and target are removed in the highpass
filtering of the clutter rejection and thus the estimated phase for
the moving target is not correct because the phase is not coming
from the moving target but from the noise. Therefore, before

obtaining the optimal polarization and the phase estimate, a de-
cision is made to determine whether a moving target is removed
or not. The decision is made by comparing the signal energies
of the signal before and after the highpass filtering. If the latter
one is small enough compared to the former one, it is decided
that a moving target has been removed, i.e., a moving target is
imaged at the zeroth image plane in the V-images of a wave-
length. In this case, the phase estimate is 0. After all the phases
from all the V-images of all wavelengths are estimated, the true
moving-target locations are then estimated using the robust CRT
developed in [30].

Remark: There are three different polarizations. In the above
decision making of whether a moving target is removed in the
clutter rejection, we use a combination of the three polariza-
tions. It should be noted that the weights used for the optimal po-
larization may not be the best one for the above decision making.
The weights used in this paper to decide whether a moving target
is removed in the clutter rejection are the ones that normalize
the signal energies with different polarizations, i.e., normalize
the polarimetric by its total power

(3.19)

where the linear combination of the full polarizations for the
moving-target detection is , and stands for the

th antenna andstands for theth wavelength.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In our simulations, the canopy penetration model in [28] is
used.

A. Simulation Model

Consider a pair of receiver antennas: antenna 1 and antenna 2.
The 3-D complex vectors and have the following model
[28]:

(4.1a)

(4.1b)

where is the complex wave-number of the propagation and
represents both attenuation and phase shift in the medium,
and represent the locations of target and clutter with respect
to the th receiver, respectively, represents the set of clut-
ters contained in an image pixel, and and represent the
complex polarization vectors of target and clutter modeled in
[28], respectively. The above model is for the interferometry
SAR. There is a difference with the moving-target SAR as fol-
lows. After the phase compensation in (2.14), the phase shifts
of each target and clutter depend on the product of the
target (clutter) location in the radar sight direction and the
velocity of the target (clutter) in the light of radar sight di-
rection, while in [28], the phase shift depends only on the clutter
location. Therefore, the model used in our simulation is modi-
fied from the above model and is as follows:

(4.2)
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Fig. 3. Velocity estimate errors with different polarizations.

Fig. 4. Effect of polarization to the velocity estimation.

where

(4.3)

(4.4)

where stands for theth carrier frequency ; stands for the
th receiver.

B. Simulation Parameters and Results

In our simulations, there are ten random clutter scatters in
an image pixel (per cell). The polarimetric characteristics of the
clutter obeys the model described in [28], andand in [28] for
each scatter are randomly chosen. The clutter reflectivity obeys
the uniform distribution on the interval and the noise is

Fig. 5. Effect of moving-target detection on velocity estimation.

Fig. 6. Conventional SAR imaging result.

additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with mean 0 and vari-
ance 0.1. The moving-target reflectivity is three with the choice
of , in the module [28]. The distance of
the radar to the image area is about 10 000 m. Two wavelengths
are used: m and m. There are
receivers in the system and the distance between the adjacent
antennas is m.

Fig. 2 shows the simulation on coherence results of images
with different polarizations and velocities of moving targets
after the clutter is removed. From this figure we can find that
the coherences are different with different polarizations. The
coherence with the optimal polarization is the highest one. This
means that the reflectivity of the vegetation is more sensitive
to the view angle change for some specific polarization. And
this is the reason why by choosing optimal polarization the
coherence of images from different antennas and therefore the
capability of moving-target detection can be improved. The
coherence at some velocities, such as the velocities around 0
and 5 m/s, are lower than others. This is because the target is
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Fig. 7. MF-SAR imaging with HV polarization.

Fig. 8. MF-SAR imaging with HH polarization.

imaged in both cases (for the velocity 5 m/s, it is folded to the
zeroth image in V-images) close to the zeroth frequency image
plane (the image plane of stationary targets) due to the phase
ambiguity, and some energy of the moving target is removed.
In this case, the SNR is reduced.

Figs. 3–5 show some comparisons of the velocity estimation
of moving targets in foliage. The velocities of moving targets
are between 0–7 m/s in the range direction. These simulation
results are statistical results by performing 100 random trials
of environment. Fig. 3 shows the velocity estimation errors by
using the MF-SAR with a single polarization of HH, HV, and
VV, and the MFMA POLSAR system with the optimal polar-
ization. As studied in Section III-B.2, two procedures are used
in the MFMA POLSAR system proposed in this paper: one is
the detection whether a moving target is removed in the clutter
rejection (for convenience, we name it later asmoving-target
detection) and the other is the phase estimation from the full
polarizations. In these two procedures, the weights of linear

Fig. 9. MF-SAR imaging with VV polarization.

Fig. 10. MFMA POLSAR imaging.

combinations of the different polarizations may be different as
mentioned in Remark at the end of the last section: for the
moving-target detection we use the normalized weights (3.19)
and for the phase estimation we use the optimal polarization
(3.8). Fig. 4 shows the effect of the polarization on the velocity
estimation errors, where the curve marked by solid line shows
the velocity estimation errors using (3.19) in the moving-target
detection and the optimal polarization (with the highest image
coherence) (3.8), and the curve marked byshows the velocity
estimation errors by using the same moving-target detection
method but the HV polarization. From Fig. 4, one can see the
difference the optimal polarization makes on the velocity esti-
mation. Fig. 5 shows the effect of the moving-target detection
on the velocity estimation, where the curve marked byshows
the velocity estimation errors by using the optimal polarization
weights (3.8) in both the moving-target detection and the phase
estimation, and the curve marked by o shows the velocity es-
timation errors by using the normalized weights (3.19) in the
moving-target detection and the optimal polarization (3.8) in the
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phase estimation. From Fig. 5, one can see that the optimal po-
larization weights (3.8) for the moving-target detection (bad de-
tection) may not be as good as the normalized weights (3.19).

We next simulate moving-target imaging in foliage. In the fol-
lowing simulations, two moving targets are located at around the
40th and 120th range cells with velocity 4.2 m/s in the range di-
rection on the road. In order to show the imaging results better,
each of the two moving targets consists of many point reflectors,
and three roads are generated. Fig. 6 shows the conventional
SAR imaging result, where the data of the VV polarization is
used and the two moving targets are circled manually since both
of them are imaged off the road. The layover has been ignored
(some vegetation from the top of the canopy should be imaged
on the road) in Fig. 6. The imaging results of the MF-SAR
system proposed in [30] with HV polarization, HH polariza-
tion and VV polarization of the moving targets in foliage are
shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 and Fig. 9, respectively, where one can
see that the moving targets are correctly imaged on the road but
there are other clutters also imaged on the roads. Fig. 10 shows
the MFMA POLSAR imaging result of the same data used in
Figs. 7–9, where one can see the image quality is clearly im-
proved and much less clutters are imaged on the roads.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a multifrequency and
multiaperture polarimetric SAR (MFMA POLSAR) imaging
system of moving targets in foliage. In the MFMA POLSAR,
the radar transmits full-polarization waveforms with multiple
wavelengths, and the receivers receive the signal with full
polarization, which is a generalization of the MF-SAR [30]. By
using the polarimetric diversity, higher SCR can be obtained
through an adaptive optimal polarization such that a higher
accurate phase estimate of a moving target can be obtained
comparing to a single-polarization system. Some simulation
results based on the polarization model proposed in [28] have
been presented to illustrate the theory.
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